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Outline
• Long-term effects of COVID-19
• Cognitive sequelae of COVID-19
• Potential interventions

Late Effects of COVID-19:
What We Know
(And What We Don’t)

Ground Rules
• Knowledge base changing rapidly
• This presentation will be different in 3 months
• Meant to be a snapshot

What Do We Call This?
• “Long haulers”
• LongCovid
• Post-COVID-19 Syndrome
• Chronic COVID-19 syndrome

COVID-19 Survivors
• Rate is increasing
• Initially treated as primary respiratory disorder
• 90% mortality once ventilated

• Thinking evolved: systemic disease (anticoagulation, systemic
steroids, aggressive fluid resuscitation)
• >65% survival in vented patients

What’s Going On?
• Multiorgan disease that can occur in mild or severe illnesses
• 10-35% not back to baseline after 3 weeks
• Mild: dyspnea, fatigue, hair loss
• Serious: pulmonary fibrosis, thromboembolic events
• …moderate? Cognitive sequelae, PTSD, pain, sarcopenia

Tenforde MW, Kim SS, Lindsell CJ, Rose EB, Shapiro NI, Files DC, Gibbs KW, Erickson HL, Steingrub JS, Smithline HA, Gong MN. Symptom duration and risk factors for
delayed return to usual health among outpatients with COVID-19 in a multistate health care systems network—United States, March–June 2020. Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report. 2020 Jul 31;69(30):993.

Impairments Post-COVID
• Italian study looked at 143
patients post-discharge (mean
60d)
•
•
•
•

Fatigue: 53%
Dyspnea: 43%
Arthralgia: 27%
Chest pain 22%

Carfì A, Bernabei R, Landi F. Persistent symptoms in patients after acute COVID-19. Jama.
2020 Aug 11;324(6):603-5.

Zebras and Unicorns: COVID-Related
Diagnoses
• Encephalopathy (7.5% in early study out of Wuhan, Mao et al)
• Ataxia, Epilepsy (0.5%)
• Peripheral nerve damage (2.3%)
• Direct muscle damage (10.7%)
• COVID found in brain, spinal cord tissue (Bao L et al March 2020)
• Retinal COVID?
• Parkinsonianism
Mao L et al., Neurological Manifestations of Hospitalized Patients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: a
retrospective case series study. medRxiv. 2020 Feb 25

Bao L et al. Reinfection could not occur in SARS-CoV-2 infected rhesus macaques. medRxiv. 2020 Mar 14

ICU Survivors and Impairments
• Neuropathy and myopathy

• Risk factors: organ damage, mechanical ventilation

• Joint contracture
• Brachial plexopathy (prone positioning)
• Dysphagia
• Cognitive impairment (more later)
Hosey MM, Needham DM. Survivorship after COVID-19 ICU stay. Nature Reviews Disease Primers. 2020 Jul 15;6(1):1-2.

No Increased Risk of Stroke
• Retrospective review of 24,808
patients
• COVID-19+ patients had OR of
0.25 of presenting with stroke
compared to general population
• If COVID-19+ and with stroke, 9x
mortality risk
• Survivors with stroke ->
rehabilitation
Bekelis, Kimon, et al. "Ischemic Stroke Occurs Less Frequently in Patients With COVID-19: A Multicenter
Cross-Sectional Study." Stroke (2020): STROKEAHA-120.

Critical Illness Neuromyopathy
Findings/Symptoms

Prognosis

• Distal weakness (neuropathy)
• Proximal weakness (myopathy)
• Numbness, tingling, pain
• EMG shows axonal neuropathy,
hyperexcitable muscles

• Myopathy: weeks to months
• Neuropathy: months to years
(often incomplete)

• Can cause severe disablement!

• If symptoms worsen, consider
ongoing COVID-19
symptoms/inflammation

Disability and ICU Admission
• <2 week ICU stay, <44 years old
have best prognosis
• >2 week, >66 years has worse
prognosis
• When stratified by age/LOS,
admitting diagnosis and illness
severity do not predict disability
• Upshot: can’t just go by COVID
severity

Herridge, Margaret S., et al. "The RECOVER program: disability risk groups and 1-year
outcome after 7 or more days of mechanical ventilation." American journal of respiratory and
critical care medicine 194.7 (2016): 831-844.

So When Is Rehabilitation Needed?
• Anywhere on the continuum!
• Patients previously not referred
for rehabilitation may appear
more impaired
• Rehabilitation is not monolithic:
• Physical symptoms (pain,
weakness)
• Cognitive (memory, attention
deficits)
• Psychosocial (unemployment,
mood/adjustment)

Phillips M, Turner-Stokes L, Wade D, Walton K. Rehabilitation in the wake of
Covid-19-A phoenix from the ashes.

NEJM Framework for Rehabilitation in ICU

GhoshArnab K, LabellaAngelena M, KatzMelissa D, Hartstein H, DelandEmme L,
HeilpernKatherine L. A Paradigm for the Pandemic: A Covid-19 Recovery Unit. NEJM
Catalyst Innovations in Care Delivery. 2020 May 29.

Implications for Primary Care
• Algorithms for primary care
available
• Based on existing skillset
• Suggests referrals PRN
• Obesity, lung disease, DM are
risk factors for severe illness

Greenhalgh T, Knight M, Buxton M, Husain L.
Management of post-acute covid-19 in primary care. bmj. 2020 Aug 11;370.

What About Non-COVID patients?
• Survey of 115 patients with
disabling impairments and
delayed surgeries
• 41.7% had increased symptoms
• 62.3% had impaired ability to
return to work
• 71.3% had reduced recovery
• Limited PT was most commonly
reported barrier

Cognitive and Psychological
Sequelae of COVID-19
Theory and (Very) Preliminary Findings

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
Post-ICU syndrome (PICS)
Delirium
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
Hypoxic-ischemic brain injury (HI-BI)
Other coronavirus infections
Theoretically, we expect similar cognitive outcomes with COVID-19

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
PICS
• Post-ICU cognitive impairments are
reported to occur between 25-78%
• Deficits consistently observed in
memory, attention, concentration,
mental processing speed, and executive
function
• The most common impairments are
deficits in memory and executive
functioning, both necessary for
independent living
• Most studies report onset of cognitive
deficits immediately post-discharge, at 3
months, 6 months, and up to 1-year, with
the suggestion of a plateau effect beyond
1 year
Damm T, Patel JJ. Long-term outcomes after critical illness: A Concise Clinical Review. PulmCCM Journal. 2015 Jan
28 [last modified: 2015 Feb 4]. Edition 1.

Risk factors for post-intensive care unit syndrome (PICS). ARDS, acute respiratory
distress syndrome; MOF, multiple organ failure; NMB, neuromuscular blocker.

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
Delirium
• Waxing and waning attention
• Decreased processing speed
• Disorientation
• Visual or auditory
hallucinations
• Fear, anxiety, agitation
• Depression, social
withdrawal
Meyfroidt, G., Smith, M. Focus on delirium, sedation and neuro critical care 2019: towards a more brain-friendly environment?.
Intensive Care Med 45, 1292–1294 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1007/s00134-019-05701-2

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
Delirium
• Delirium mediates the
relationship between
hospitalization and cognitive
decline
• In those age 70 and older with
delirium, cognitive decline
persists even after 36 months,
and occurs at a pace similar to
MCI
Inouye, S. K., Marcantonio, E. R., Kosar, C. M., Tommet, D., Schmitt, E. M., Travison, T. G., ... &
Jones, R. N. (2016). The short-term and long-term relationship between delirium and cognitive
trajectory in older surgical patients. Alzheimer's & Dementia, 12(7), 766-775.

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
ARDS
• Combinations of irreversible risk factors, pathophysiological
events, and modifiable risk factors produce an aggregate sum of
risk for long-term cognitive impairment
• Cognitive outcomes reflect a continuum up to a threshold,
beyond which a patient is likely to experience long-term
cognitive impairment
• Nature and extent of cognitive impairment depends on which
constellation of factors is present and whether the threshold is
crossed for a particular patient
• At 1 year after hospitalization, one-third of survivors of ARDS
experience cognitive impairment, with neuropsychological test
scores consistent with moderate traumatic brain injury
• Can include reduced attention, slowed processing, visuospatial
deficits, reduced recall, reduced planning and organization,
reduced inhibitory control
Sasannejad, C., Ely, E. W., & Lahiri, S. (2019). Long-term cognitive impairment after acute respiratory distress
syndrome: a review of clinical impact and pathophysiological mechanisms. Critical care, 23(1), 352.

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
HI-BI
Post-hypoxic cognitive impairments
• Impairments of attention (and particularly
vigilance), processing speed and visuo-spatial
abilities are observed commonly following HI-BI
• These impairments most likely reflect a
combination of several forms of neural damage,
including laminar necrosis (ischemic injury to
cortical layers 3, 4, and 5), damage to white
matter at the zones between the major cerebral
artery territories, and damage to white matter
and subcortical structures supplied by the distal
branches of deep and superficial penetrating
vessels
Anderson, C. A., & Arciniegas, D. B. (2010). Cognitive sequelae of hypoxic-ischemic brain injury: a
review. NeuroRehabilitation, 26(1), 47-63.

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
Other human coronavirus infections (HcoV)
• It has been observed from previous epidemics that the respiratory coronaviruses
may penetrate into the brain and cerebrospinal fluid
• An autopsy series of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV) victims
following the 2003 epidemic revealed SARS-CoV genome sequences throughout
the cortex and hypothalamus
• In patients infected by Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV), diffuse
lesions were identified in several brain regions, including white matter and the
subcortical areas of the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes
Karen Ritchie, Dennis Chan, Tam Watermeyer, The cognitive consequences of the COVID-19 epidemic: collateral damage?, Brain Communications, Volume 2, Issue 2, 2020,
fcaa069, https://doi.org/10.1093/braincomms/fcaa069

What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
Other human coronavirus infections (HcoV)
Two principal mechanisms of CNS invasion have been proposed:
• The blood–brain barrier, the first line of defense against viral infection, is composed
in part of cerebral microvascular endothelium cells between which there are tight
junctions controlling barrier permeability which appear to be compromised in the
course of coronavirus infection, for example by inflammation (Koyuncu et al.,
2013; Miner and Diamond 2016).
• The virus may directly infect neurons in the periphery or olfactory sensory
neurones and thus use axonal transport to gain access to the CNS
Karen Ritchie, Dennis Chan, Tam Watermeyer, The cognitive consequences of the COVID-19 epidemic: collateral damage?, Brain Communications, Volume 2, Issue 2, 2020,
fcaa069, https://doi.org/10.1093/braincomms/fcaa069
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What do we know about cognition in similar
and co-occurring conditions?
Other human coronavirus infections (HcoV)
• While some HCoV infections appear to spread rapidly throughout the CNS, the
temporal region appears to be a consistent focus
• Animal studies point more specifically to the vulnerability of the hippocampus with
greater neuronal loss in CA1 and CA3
• This would be predicted to have an effect on both learning and spatial orientation
• To date, comprehensive neuropsychological assessment of patients, which would
include tests of whole hippocampal function (such as tests of delayed recall or
spatial memory) as well as novel tests probing hippocampal sub-regions such as
tests of spatial memory which may aid detection of CA1 damage and a pattern
completion task assessing CA3 function, has not been carried out in relation to
HCoV
Karen Ritchie, Dennis Chan, Tam Watermeyer, The cognitive consequences of the COVID-19 epidemic: collateral damage?, Brain Communications, Volume 2, Issue 2, 2020,
fcaa069, https://doi.org/10.1093/braincomms/fcaa069

Difficulties with cognitive assessment in
patients with COVID-19
Problems with bedside assessment of cognition in COVID-19 patients
1. Wearing PPE poses several logistical challenges for performing
bedside cognitive assessment.
2. Perceptual problems are accentuated by wearing PPE.
3. Factors related to COVID-19 itself can influence the findings of
bedside cognitive assessment.
4. Psychological factors can affect the bedside cognitive assessment
and its findings.
5. The consultation per patient takes more time.
Coetzer, R. (2020). First impressions of performing bedside cognitive assessment of COVID‐19 inpatients. Journal of the
American Geriatrics Society.

Preliminary cognitive findings post-COVID-19
• Patients with COVID-19 and severe respiratory failure with deep
sedation often have prolonged delirium
• The duration of delirium in the ICU is an important risk factor for
cognitive impairment
• Owing to infection control precautions, family are frequently
prohibited from visiting the hospital and health-care staff may reduce
their time spent in direct contact with patients—this reduction in
human interactions causes a ‘domino effect’ of reduced cognitive
stimulation, reorientation and reassurance to patients
• In some hospitals, such infection control precautions may also reduce
access to essential rehabilitation services and spiritual care
Hosey, M. M., & Needham, D. M. (2020). Survivorship after COVID-19 ICU stay. Nature Reviews Disease Primers, 6(1), 1-2.

Preliminary cognitive findings post-COVID-19
• Patients exhibited mild dysfunction in the sustained attention
domain
• Performance on tasks of sustained attention was correlated with
inflammatory level as measured by C-reactive protein 2-3 weeks
post-infection
• Too early to assess possible long-term sequelae

Zhou, H., Lu, S., Chen, J., Wei, N., Wang, D., Lyu, H., ... & Hu, S. (2020). The landscape of cognitive
function in recovered COVID-19 patients. Journal of Psychiatric Research, 129, 98-102.

What do we know about psychological adjustment
in similar and co-occurring conditions?
• Many people adjust well after some initial normative stress
responses
• Surviving a critical illness is inherently stressful
• However, survivors of critical illness do have increased rates of
depression, anxiety and post-traumatic stress even one year posthospitalization
• Psychological health outcomes after critical illness are a result of a
complex interaction of the experience of the illness and, even more
importantly, the person to whom the illness occurred—Pre-illness
vulnerabilities are key
Davydow, D. S. (2010). The burden of adverse mental health outcomes in critical illness survivors. Critical Care, 14(1), 125.

What do we know about psychological adjustment
in similar and co-occurring conditions?
• The personality trait of pessimism (as ascertained by the Life
Orientation Test), is an independent predictor of PTSD and depressive
symptoms in ICU survivors
• Previous major depression and/or anxiety disorders are potent
independent predictors of developing generalized anxiety, major
depression and/or PTSD in the setting of stress
• Benzodiazepine sedation has been found to be a potential risk factor
for post-ICU PTSD

Davydow, D. S. (2010). The burden of adverse mental health outcomes in critical illness survivors. Critical Care, 14(1), 125.

Preliminary psychological findings postCOVID-19
Qualitative study followed COVID-19 patients through hospitalization
1. Attitudes toward the disease included fear, denial, and stigma during the early
stages, which gradually developed into acceptance in the later stages
2. The major source of stress included the viral nature of the disease, quarantine
measures, and concerns regarding the health of family members
3. Reactions included disease stage-dependent emotional responses, excessive
attention to symptoms, rumination, and changes in diet, sleep, and behavior
4. Supportive factors included psychological flexibility in adjustment, medical
care, and family and social support
5. For some, the disease resulted in psychological growth and patients viewed
problems with gratitude through the cherishing of life, family, bravery, and
tenacity
Sun, N., Wei, L., Wang, H., Wang, X., Gao, M., Hu, X., & Shi, S. (2020). Qualitative study of the psychological experience of COVID-19 patients during
hospitalization. Journal of affective disorders, 278, 15-22.

How can we optimize cognitive and
psychological outcomes?
• ICU Diaries
• Medical staff and family keep a daily diary, including both pictures and text, for each
patient during the ICU stay
• An international ICU diary network (www.icudiary.org) is available to assist and
support use of ICU diaries.

• Early In-ICU Psychological Interventions
• Clinically significant post-traumatic response of 21% vs. 57% 1yr post-discharge
• 9% vs. 17% for clinical depression
• 7% vs. 13% for clinical anxiety

• Post-discharge Coping Skills Interventions
• Rehabilitation (more to come on that)
Parker, A. M., Sricharoenchai, T., & Needham, D. M. (2013). Early rehabilitation in the intensive care unit: Preventing impairment of physical and mental
health. Current physical medicine and rehabilitation reports, 1(4), 307-314.

What can we do about it?

General Health Implications; back to the
beginning
• There is much that your skillset
manages
• Suggests referrals PRN
• Where your team can help
•
•
•
•

Sleep
Cognition
Behavioral health
Exercise

Greenhalgh T, Knight M, Buxton M, Husain L.
Management of post-acute covid-19 in primary care. bmj. 2020 Aug 11;370.

Odd manifestations that can symptomatically
be treated
• Anosmia
• Aguesia
• Headache
• Delirium
• AIDP
• Hypotension
• Endocrine vs Autonomic dysfunction

Neurological features of COVID-19 and their treatment: a review, Daniele Orsucci MD, Elena Caldarazzo Ienco MD,
Gianpaolo Nocita MD, Alessandro Napolitano MD, Marco Vista MD

Glycemic Control
• COVID-19 has been shown to worsen control of glucose
• Preventative measures of this population is extremely important
• If infected will need closer follow up (in addition to preventing
neuromuscular complications)

COVID-19 and diabetes mellitus: An unholy interaction of two
pandemics Rimesh Pal , Sanjay K. Bhadada *

Current Interventions

Early Rehabilitation
• Argued among expert panels initially
• We do know that early rehabilitation is beneficial to patients in
preventing ICU neuromyopathy in general
• More studies are suggesting early multidisciplinary rehabilitation can
be beneficial

Critical Illness Neuromyopathy and the Role of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation in Critically Ill Patients
Eddy Fan
Respiratory Care June 2012, 57 (6) 933-946; DOI: https://doi.org/10.4187/respcare.01634

Rehabilitation of patients post-COVID-19 infection: a literature review A. Demeco , N. Marotta, M. Barletta, I. Pino, C. Marinaro, A. Petraroli, L. Moggio and Antonio Ammendolia
Rehabilitation After Critical Illness in People With COVID-19 Infection Robert Simpson, PhD, MBChB, and Larry Robinson, MD

Rehabilitation and Pulmonary Function
• RCT in China found pulmonary rehabilitation improved pulmonary
function in older adults following COVID-19
• 6 weeks; 36 patients randomized to pulmonary rehabilitation (36
control)
• Improved: FEV1, FVC, FEV1/FVC%, DLCO%, 6-minute walk test,
anxiety
Liu K, Zhang W, Yang Y, Zhang J, Li Y, Chen Y. Respiratory rehabilitation in elderly patients
with COVID-19: A randomized controlled study. Complementary therapies in clinical practice.
2020 Apr 1:101166.

Physical Problems following
• Where Rehabilitation Medicine can help
• Contractures
• Physiotherapy
• Range of motion exercises

• Neuropathy/Myopathy
• Electrodiagnosis
• Low to moderate intensity exercise
• Bracing/adaptive equipment

• Cognitive Concerns
• Brachial plexopathy
• Management of proper orthoses and exercises
Hosey MM, Needham DM. Survivorship after COVID-19 ICU stay. Nature Reviews Disease Primers. 2020 Jul 15;6(1):1-2.
NEJM

Post-ICU multidisciplinary clinics
Cardiology

Other organ
systems

Neuropsychology

Primary Care

Endocrinology

Patient

Neurology

Pulmonology

Therapies

PM&R

Rehabilitation After Critical Illness in People With COVID-19
Infection Robert Simpson, PhD, MBChB, and Larry Robinson,
MD

Innovative Ideas
• Neurostimulation
• Prehabilitaiton
• Virtual Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation After Critical Illness in People With COVID-19 Infection Robert Simpson, PhD, MBChB, and Larry
Robinson, MD

